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Evergreen vines form a major class 
of invasive plants, especially in 
eutrophic woodland (Bluegrass etc)

Mammalian herbivory appears to 
be critical for their control—and 
much other native biodiversity!

We desperately* need to experi-
ment with livestock in restoration 
(at Griffith Woods, BGAD etc.)

















Diagram of major gradients in KY forests (not wetlands)



Percentage of evergreens in total woody basal area



Frequency of Bignonia capreolata (crossvine)



Frequency of Smilax glauca (catbriar)



Potential for evergreen vines to be 
eaten; applications in land 
management, restoration

Note also in eutrophic woods: 
trees with thorns, toxins, big fruits 
(e.g. honey-locust, coffee-tree);
and buffalo-clovers; ecological 
patterns at Griffith Woods etc.
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American Mastodon, a species of spruce woodlands and cool temperate 
lowlands that fed a lot on woody plants (including bark and fruit), rather than 
mostly grass as in the mammoths. Once common in the Bluegrass region, it 
survived on Earth until 4000-5000 years ago. [Painting by Charles R. Knight]



Some suggestions for Griffith 
Woods (with plantings)
and other sites in Bluegrass:
plenty of room for varied trials!

e.g. also at BGAD, Taylor Fork, 
Julian Savanna, UK Arboretum, 
perhaps even Palisades in general
and most sites on damp fertile soils





We need to establish long-term research for comparing 
effects of browsing, burning & mowing on woods/plantings





1. Communication: continued open 
exchange of data, ideas, discussion of 
proposals (developing shared goals)

2. Partnerships: truly cooperative 
research, management, education, 
funding (focus on regional, local goals)

3. Evaluation: mutual assessment of 
success or failure (based on goals); 
including efforts to reduce alien plants



Appendix: Kentucky has a lot to offer but...
120 counties, watershed divisions, aquatic/terrestrial divorce; 
multiple interest groups in conservation/environment but
little/no coordination among these groups for effective action

1. Cultural issues in cooperative development:
agendas of institutions versus communities
(as in republican versus democrat—see national level...)

2. Potential role for something like ecoregional planning
(see TNC’s effort ca 1995-2005); why does such work not 
become continued, solidified, deepened within regions?

3. Simple need for regular regional conferences where each 
institution--or significant private land-owner--is able to briefly 
present, and where common goals can be developed...
KDFWR, KWS, KNC, KSNPC, KNPS, KDF, academics, etc.


